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INTRODUCTION
Problem solving skills (qualitative and quantitative) are a primary tool used in most physics
instruction. Despite this importance, a reliable, valid, and easy to use quantitative measure of
physics problem solving does not exist.

ANALYSIS OF TESTS

The goal of the project is to develop a robust, easy to use instrument to assess students’ written
solutions to physics problems and obtain evidence for reliability and validity. The instrument
should be general (not specific to instructor pedagogy) and applicable to a range of problem types
and topics.

• Calculus-based physics for science and engineering (mechanics)
• Four tests during the semester
• Problems graded by teaching assistants
• JD used the rubric to evaluate student solutions for 8 problems spaced
throughout the semester (approximately 150 student solutions per problem)

This poster describes a test of the utility of the rubric:
• Does the rubric give more useful information about student difficulties than standard grading?
• Does the rubric give information about improving the problem statement?

CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS

PROBLEM SOLVING RUBRIC
SCORE

*Categories are based on problem solving research1-4 and past research at the University of Minnesota5-6.

CATEGORY

USEFUL DESCRIPTION: summarize essential problem information
visually, symbolically, and/or in writing

PHYSICS APPROACH: select appropriate physics concepts &
principles to use
SPECIFIC APPLICATION: apply physics to the specific conditions in
the problem
MATHEMATICAL PROCEDURES: follow appropriate mathematical
rules and procedures during the solution execution
LOGICAL PROGRESSION: (overall) the solution progresses logically;
it is coherent, focused toward a goal, and consistent

PROBLEM FEATURES

EXAMPLE TEST QUESTION

GRADER SCORES

COMMON RESPONSES

RUBRIC SCORES

TABLE
STATEMENTS
IN RED
SUGGEST
STUDENTS
FOCUSED ON
M3 WHICH
WAS CUED IN
THE PROBLEM
STATEMENT.

FINDINGS
REFERENCES

The rubric indicates areas of student difficulty for a given problem. For example, the most common student
difficulty involves specific application of physics whereas other categories are adequate.
1J.H.

For more detailed information for coaching and problem writing, examine the solutions for specific application of
physics (see the table of common student responses).
The rubric responds to different problem features. For example, in this problem visualization skills were not
measured.
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